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Abstract. Through analyzing the solving mechanism of product inventive design problem 

based on TRIZ theory, we propose in this paper a multi-perspective and multi-level knowledge 

organization model, so as to fill the “GAP” between the general solution and the particular 

solution in the process of solving an inventive problem. We labeled here design knowledge by 

five attributes, i.e., TRIZ, function, behavior-flow, effect, and domain, each of which includes 

respectively three levels that are conceptual level, semantic level and factual resource level. 

Thereby, a multi-perspective and multi-level local knowledge base is established. Besides, we 

put forward also a card-type knowledge representation template, which divides the traditional 

cases, patents and other knowledge into several independent parts, and each of them can be 

displayed and pushed to designers in form of cards. Thus, it’s conductive to stimulate design-

ers’ analogy and association. One multi-perspective and multi-level knowledge organization 

based inventive problem solving model is conclusively established, which supports analysis 

and problem-solving in different perspectives and at different levels.  A conceptual design of an 

ultrasonic washing machine is illustrated at the end as an implemented example for this pro-

posed model. 

Keywords: Knowledge representation, inventive problem solving, TRIZ 

1 Introduction 

Product design is a continuous and purposive kind of creative thinking activity, which 

is carried out to meet certain needs of knowledge
[1]

. From the cognitive perspective, 

the process of solving the design problem can be regarded as that of “the correlation 

mining between the problem and the existing knowledge, as well as the knowledge 

transfer and combination”
 [2]

.The knowledge requirement runs through the entire life 

cycle of product design. 

Bringing knowledge forward and making it explicit is one of the key roles of know-

ledge representation
 [3]

. Recent studies about the organization and representation are 

based on artificial intelligence, which focuses on the computer processing of know-

ledge. All the presentations and organizations of knowledge are structural, which the 

computer can handle and be regarded as a set of structural data and a set of correlative 

operation. Cong et al.
 [4]

 and Paul et al. 
[5]

 put forward a method of patent knowledge 

classification based on inventive principles, as well as assisted by ontological reason-

ing technique. And it can also automatically provide the relevant patent knowledge to 

designer during the solving process of TRIZ problem. Yu et al. 
[6] 

and Park et al.
 [7]

 

proposed to analyze and retrieve the patent items with the help of the trend of evolu-

tion so as to solve the current problem. Zhang et al.
 [8]

 proposed a semantic ontology 
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based knowledge representation model for invention principles. Qin et al. 
[9]

 proposed 

a Requirement-Function-Behavior-Structure-Evolution (RFBSE) model to obtain 

useful knowledge and experience in the design process. There are also some innova-

tive design knowledge management platforms including Aulive 
[10]

, Pro/Innovator 
[11]

, 

PIXSEB (Driving innovation through the semantic extraction of patent content) 
[12]

, 

Creap (Creativity Design Service Platform) 
[13]

 , CREAX
[14]

etc. However, the former 

research in  knowledge representation model emphasized chiefly the description of 

connection between design objects and design processes，and nevertheless lacked an 

efficient systematic approach that can integrate the design object， problem-solving 

process，as well as recognition strategies. 

Inventive design is people-centered, and people should be finally engaged in this de-

sign process. Knowledge must be oriented to comprehension and motivation for hu-

mans. Knowledge representation should focus on human’s reading, understanding, 

association. However, the kind of knowledge presented to people is rather important. 

The main role of computers is to organize, and to represent knowledge. In fact, it is a 

state in which human-machine forms a joint cognition, i.e., the combination of artifi-

cial intelligence and human cognition forms a cognitive channel that is conducive to 

design innovation. Therefore, the organization and representation of knowledge must 

satisfy
 [15]

: (I) It should be benefit of the designer's perception. (II) It should be in 

favor of the designer's association analogy and knowledge transfer. (III) It should 

make for computer retrieval and push forward. (IV) It should avail the expansion of 

knowledge and the use of resources. 

Besides, the design problem is typical ill-structural problem
[16]

. The design problem 

solving process  is a process of clarifying and refining the initial problem, along with 

repeated iterations in different abstraction level, i.e. designers may need the 

knowledge of different abstraction levels at different time to solve the problems. 

Knowledge organization and representation must include different abstraction levels 

of knowledge to assist designers to obtain design information of relevant level, which 

facilitates thereby the analysis and problem-solving from different conceptual levels 

and different perspectives. 

 

2 The Mechanism of creative problem solving based on multi-

perspective and multi-level 

TRIZ (Theory of Inventive Problem Solving) is presented by G.S.Altshuler from the 

Soviet Union and his studying team, as a complete methodological and theoretical 

system for inventive problem solving, which can accelerate the process of invention 

and obtain the productions of good quality
[17]

. The flow of TRIZ application can con-

cluded to solve the inventive problem as figure 1: Firstly, We can use TRIZ, FBS 

(Function-Behavior-Structure) and other ways to represent engineering problem and 

transform it into a general problem; And then, the general solution is obtained by 

using the inventive tools.; Finally, the designer transforms the general solution into a 
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particular solution with the help of analogy, as well as his own domain knowledge 

and design experience. 

 

Particular  Design Problem

General  Problem General Solution

Particular Solution

Problem representation

Formulate

TRIZ

FBS

…

Retrieve

GAP

Knowledge representation

Represent 

 
Figure1: The Flow of TRIZ Application 

 

The general solution is not the final solution to the problem, providing the designer 

with a new possible approach to solve the problem. The general solution is a highly 

abstract. A gap exists between general solution and particular solution. The transfor-

mation process to a particular solution still requires the immense amount of know-

ledge from different practical domains, but the designer himself cannot grasp all the 

supporting knowledge required for solving the problem, which results in the lack of 

knowledge and enhances the difficulty to the inventive design. 

As shown in figure 2, in order to help designers to get over the “gap” between the 

general solution and particular solution, we propose a multi-perspective and multi-

level based inventive problem solving model. In this model, the design task is 

represented from 4 perspectives based on human comprehension in processing prob-

lems of product inventive design, including “what do you want to design? ”(Consider-

ing inventive problem in a visual perspective, referring to specific design objects , 

with certain limitations, easy to cause mindsets, difficult to acquire creative solu-

tions.), “What is it used for” (Considering the ultimate goal of design, representing the 

problem as the overall goal. By completely eliminating the existing production system 

limitations, describing the inventive problem from the functional level.), “How to 

achieve it?” (Thinking about the implementation of this design problem, transforming 

the design principles into concrete operations.) and “Which problem do you 

have?”(Considering the current problems as the driving force for the transformation 

between problem levels, including technical principles and design thinking, and five 

abstract attributes corresponding to domain information, functions, behavior-flow, 

scientific effects, and invention principles.) Designers could reconstruct a new prob-

lem representation by this way. 
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Design Task

What do you want to design?

What is it used for?

How to achieve it?

Which problem do you have?
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Figure 2: A multi-perspective and multi-level based inventive problem solving model 

 

Besides, we extract five attributes from design knowledge—TRIZ, function, beha-

vior-flow, effect, and domain attribute. An attribute is regarded as a description pers-

pective and a retrieval perspective of knowledge. Each attribute is described from 

three levels from abstract to specific: concept, semantics and factual resources, which 

forms a multi-perspective and multi-level local knowledge base. Designers could 

choose any perspective and any level to understand the knowledge.  

Finally, according to the relationship between attributes, we construct the semantic 

ontology of attributes. Relevant knowledge is searched and mined from patent data-

base and network resources. Through semantic similarity calculation, knowledge 

within domain, in close domain and in further domain are provided for inventive de-

sign. Supporting designers to analyze and apply knowledge from different perspec-

tives as well as at different levels is beneficial to motivating designers to make analo-

gy and the complete knowledge transfer, thus facilitating the transforming process of 

general solutions to particular solutions. 

3 The organization and representation of design knowledge 

3.1     The computer-oriented knowledge organization  

According to the different types of knowledge during the product inventive design 

process, we here classify the attributes of product design knowledge by TRIZ 

attribute, function attribute, behavior-flow attribute, effect attribute, and domain 

attribute, so as to fill the "gap" between the general solution and the particular solu-

tion. Meanwhile, each attribute can be described by different levels knowledge. Each 

level corresponds to different abstract layers, including conceptual layer, semantic 

layer and factual resource layer, we can thereby establish a multi-perspective design 

knowledge organization and representation model. As the figure shown in figure 3:      
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Figure 3: A multi-perspective and multi-level based knowledge representation model 

 

Conceptual layer knowledge organization: The conceptual layer is a highly abstract 

representation of attributes and also the basic unit of the attribute description. A con-

cept may contain many sub-concepts and may even be a sub-concept of another con-

cept. A set of concept can form a grain, so that a multi-level attribute concept descrip-

tion is formed with the organization of the concept layer. The granularity conceptual 

structure of each attribute can be expressed in the following paper. 

 

TRIZ attribute: It describes and expresses the principle, the general solution and the 

technological evolution rule of TRIZ, as shown in the figure 4: 
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Figure 4  the conceptual layer of TRIZ attribute 

 

Semantic layer knowledge organization: The semantic layer is a description of 

attribute content and the relationship between semantics, including attribute-

description and attribute-association. Attribute is a description of the characteristics, 

which is meanwhile a concrete expression of attribute characteristics of knowledge, 

and it is convenient for designers to understand quickly knowledge and to establish 

the relationship between attributes by that between semantics. 
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Factual layer knowledge organization: Facts refer to the detailed descriptions of 

practical case. Resources refer to resource contents obtained from attribute semantic 

description and Internet information expansion, including patent knowledge and ex-

tended knowledge of network resources within domain, in close domain, and in fur-

ther domain. 

Through the attribute concept and ontology association, we can retrieve the external 

network resources, and then the semantic similarity between the search result docu-

ment and the attribute description is calculated to sort and to classify the searched 

results due to the knowledge of within domain, the close domain and the further do-

main. The vectorization of the text can be expressed as: 

1 2( , ,..., )j j j njd w w w
 

Where dj represents the document j, wij represents the weight value of the word ti, and 

the weight of a word is calculated using TF-IDF (word reverse document frequency). 

The principle of TF-IDF is that the more frequently a word appears in a document, the 

greater weight value it has; The less common a word is, the greater its weight value 

is , i.e., words have a good distinguishing ability. The formula for calculating TF-IDF 

is as follows: 

 1 2

log
max , ,...,

ij

ij

ij j nj

f N
w

dff f f
 

 

Here ijf
is the number of times the word ti appears in the document dj, N is the total 

number of documents, and dfi is the number of words ti in the document. The similari-

ty between the document q and the document dj can be calculated as follows: 

1

2 2

1 1

( , )

ij iq

n

ij iqi
j

n n

i i

w w
sim d q

w w



 








 
 

(Note: the similarity value is within (0,1)) 

While sim∈  0.7,  1  ,, the document dj belongs to within domain of the document q.  

While sim∈  0.4,  0.7  , the document dj belongs to close domain of the document q.  

While, sim∈  0,  0.4  ,the document dj belongs to further domain of the document q. 

The problem solving is a process of cooperation between relevant knowledge, and it 

causes easily mind-set relying on one single domain, which holds back the generation 

of new ideas. In this Internet era, the connection between local knowledge basis and 

internet resource should be well established during the organization and 

representation of knowledge, which can help the knowledge extension, as well as the 

designer’s knowledge space expansion. 

3.2 The user-oriented knowledge representation 

The design knowledge representation contributes not only to computer retrieve and 

storage, but also to users’ reading comprehension, so that it stimulates efficiently 

associative thinking. Based on the analysis above, we propose here one card-type 

multi-perspective and multi-level design knowledge representation template. The 

traditional cases, patents and other knowledge are divided into relatively independent 
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parts according to different attributes, and each part is displayed in the form of card. 

Each card describes the knowledge in the conceptual, semantic and factual layers of 

each attribute. Designers can start reading knowledge from any card forming a multi-

perspective and multi-level knowledge structure, which helps understanding and 

knowledge transfer. In addition, the knowledge is marked by multiple attributes to 

form a structured text, which is beneficial for computer processing. An example of a 

design knowledge representation template shown in Figure 5. 

 

Multi-perspective and multi-level knowledge representationMulti-perspective and multi-level knowledge representation

Design Problem Knowledge Space Knowledge Representation

Suspender disengagement detection apparatus for washing machine 

and safe operation method for washing machine

FunctionTRIZ Effect Behavior-flow Domain

Inventive Principle：Feedback

The signal of the outer wall of the washing machine barrel is transmitted to the driving motor through the pressure sensor.

Abstract: A suspender disengagement detection apparatus for a washing machine, comprises pressure sensors  

and a controller. The press sensors are mounted on at least one of a joint of at least one suspender  among a 

plurality of suspenders and a housing of the washing machine and a joint of the suspender and a Suspender base 

of an outer tub of the washing machine, and the pressure sensors  are electrically connected to the controller. 

Full Text:     ……

       Extension Within Domain Closing Domain Further Domain

1

2

3

4

5

6

 
Figure 5: Knowledge representation template 

 

Where, 1 is the title bar, displaying the name of the knowledge item; 2 is the attribute 

tab bar, including TRIZ, functions, effects, behavior flow and domain items. Design-

ers are free to choose any attribute tag for browsing and reading; 3, 4, 5 are respec-

tively the conceptual layer, the semantic layer and the factual layer of attributes; 6 are 

the extension layer of knowledge item, referring to semantic similarity algorithm, 

with which knowledge can be retrieved within domain, in close and in further domain. 

The user retrieves knowledge through the attribute tag, selects the content of interest 

in the knowledge space, and browses the knowledge item. With the knowledge repre-

sentation of card-type, the user does not need to read the full text, and can even still 

understand the contents from different perspectives, thereby reducing the cognitive 

load of users, as well as improving the efficiency of knowledge application. 

4 Case study 

As a mature householdappliance, the washing machineistakenas an 

innovativedesignexampleinthepaper to show the application process of the above 

model. 
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4.1       Problem representation 

As shown in figure 6, the design task can be described as “Please use your 

imagination to provide an innovative design for the washing machine”. There is 

relatively few restricted conditions, which is easy for designer to consider the problem 

from any angles. 

 

Multi-perspective and multi-level knowledge representationMulti-perspective and multi-level knowledge representation

Please use your imagination to provide an innovative design for the washing machine.

Washing machine Domain

Separate FunctionWhat is it used for

what do you want to design?

Centrifugal force EffectHow to achieve it?

Operating Efficiency TRIZWhich problem do you have? SEARCH

Problem Representation

Design Problem

Noise

Rotate Behavior-flowBehavior CurrentFlow

Knowledge space Knowledge Representation

 
Figure 6:the interface of problem representation 

 

i. Problem representation from"domain" perspective: Designers can type “Washing 

Machines” in “What are you design?” Input box to retrieve relevant knowledge so 

as to understand the current development and main problems of “Washing 

Machines”. 

ii. Problem representation form “functional” perspective: The main function of the 

washing machine is to clean the stains on the clothes，so the functional basis can 

be expressed as “separate/remove solid”. Therefore, type “separate ” in input 

box“what is used for? ”, to get all the patent knowledgeimplementing the 

“separation” function. 

iii. Problem representation from “effect” perspective:Currently, the washing machine 

can be mainly divided intothe pulsator washing machine and the drum washing 

machine. Both of them are applied to reach the function of the product realized by 

“centrifugal force”. 

iv. Problem representation from“behavior-flow” perspective: Nowadays, the washing 

machine drives the engine to rotate by electric current, and generates centrifugal 

force to separate the stain from the clothes. In input box “how to achieve it?”, we 

can enter “rotation-current” to get a case of using “centrifugal force” to achieve 

product function. 

v. Problem representation from “TRIZ”perspective:The existing washing machine 

consists of a box body, an engine, a base and the other components.Thus it is very 

cumbersome and occupiesquite a large area. So it is only suitable for household 
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usage. But while the people are traveling, they also need an equipment to help 

them to clean their clothes. The adaptability and the volume of washing machine 

form a set of technical contradictions. In input box “which problem do you have?” 

we can input “adaptability” into the harmful factors and put “the volume of 

stationary object” into the favorable factors to retrieve the knowledge to solve this 

contradiction. 

Withthese five perspectives above to characterize the design problem, it can assist the 

designer to fully understand the design problem and find a breakthrough. The 

designer can select any one or several of the attributes to combine multiple knowledge 

for retrieve. In this paper, all these five perspectives are settled as examples. 

4.2         Knowledge representation 

Through the analysis above, we got the retrieved patent knowledge shown in figure 7. 

Multi-perspective and multi-level knowledge representationMulti-perspective and multi-level knowledge representation

Design Problem Knowledge RepresentationKnowledge Space

Suspender disengagement detection apparatus for washing machine and safe operation method for washing machine

Method for monitoring water consumption of washing machine and system

Ultrasonic-wave washing unit, ultrasonic-wave washing apparatus, ultrasonic-wave washing method, method of 

manufacturing a semiconductor device, and method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

Method for controlling washing machine with function of recycling washing water

An automatic washing machine with multi-functional watering

Maintenance method for water purification device of water-purifying washing machine

 
Figure 7: the interface of knowledge space 

 

We choose one of the knowledge items to browse. As shown in figure 8, we can get 

knowledge from five perspectives. This is an ultrasonic cleaning unit with a sound 

wave at a frequency exceeding 20 kHz beyond the human hearing range. The dirt 

layer is dispersed, emulsified, and stripped to reach to the cleaning purposes by direct 

and indirect effects on liquids and dirt from cavitations, and acceleration. At present, 

ultrasonic cleaning machines can be used in the machinery industry, the pharmaceuti-

cal industry, and the textile industry, etc.  
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Multi-perspective and multi-level knowledge representationMulti-perspective and multi-level knowledge representation

Design Problem Knowledge Space Knowledge Representation

Ultrasonic-wave washing unit, ultrasonic-wave washing apparatus, ultrasonic-wave washing method, 

method of manufacturing a semiconductor device, and method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

FunctionTRIZ Effect Behavior-flow Domain

Inventive Principle：Mechanical system replacement

Introducing ultrasonic waves to replace the original mechanical system to clean the liquid crystal display

Abstract: A method and apparatus for washing solid substrate with ultrasonic wave after hybridization reaction

Are provided. The method includes (1) putting the solid substrate into a container having a washing solution, on

Which the hybridization reaction has been completed, (2) using an ultrasonic generator to produce a certain

strength of ultrasonic wave and transmit it into the washing solution, (3) washing the substrate by means of the

Cavitation effect being produced in the washing solution by the ultrasonic wave. Since the cavitation bubbles in

The washing solution can produce intenSive efflux and local microslipstream against the solid surface, 

evidently reducing the liquid surface Tension and friction and enhance the liquid flow, non-specific adsorbate 

and deposit bound weakly on the solid substrate can be washed down rapidly

Full Text:     ……

       Extension Within Domain Closing Domain Further Domain

 
Figure 8: the interface of knowledge representation  

 

Ultrasonic

generator

 
Figure 9: the conceptual solution 

 

Based on the above, we have got a conceptual solution to design an ultrasonic wash-

ing machine. The conceptual solution is shown as in the figure 9.An ultrasonic gene-

rator is applied replacing the rotary pulse generator. In addition, the ultrasonic device 

is compact, and a 20 kHz ultrasonic generator device has a size of 

160mm*100mm*120mm, which is easy to carry for users in their backpacks. When it 

needs to wash clothes, just fill the pool with water and clothes, then put the ultrasonic 

generator into it. And it meanwhile solves the contradiction between “operational 

efficiency” and “noise”. 

5    Conclusion 

Aiming at the transforming from the general solution to the particular solution during 

inventive problem solving, this paper proposes a multi-perspective and multi-level 

knowledge representation method from the perspective of human cognition and 

knowledge transfer, and provides knowledge to different abstraction degrees for the 

designer during the product design process, in order to compensate for the lack of 
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knowledge between the general solution and the particular solution. And finally, it 

assists the designer to make association and analogy, so as to quickly and effectively 

propose innovative design solutions in the conceptual design stage. 

Due to the problem characteristics and the required knowledge types at different stag-

es, TRIZ principles, functions, behavior flow, effects, and domains are applied as 

attributes classification. Each attribute can be described in conceptual layer, semantic 

layer and factual layer, which forms a multi-perspective and multi-level local know-

ledge base. Moreover, it provides the designers with multi-level knowledge within 

domain, in close domain and in further domain, which is convenient for the designer 

to read and understand. Focusing on the current knowledge, it generates new know-

ledge on different levels, so as to stimulate the designers to make associative and 

analogical thinking. Besides, through problem representation from multi-attributes 

perspective, it allows designers to observe, analyze, and solve problems on different 

conceptual levels. The retrieval results given in the multi-perspective steps can give 

rise to different possible answers for the same design problem. In the future work, we 

will set up a general algorithm for the model and that it will support the difficulty of 

creating the global proposal network for all the possible answers.  
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